Due to the ultraslow ligand exchange rate on Pt, non-thiolated DNA is adsorbed on platinum NPs (PtNPs) more stably than thiolated and even dithiolated DNA on AuNPs. Adsorption kinetics, capacity and stability are systematically compared as a function of DNA sequence. The Pt conjugates can tolerate extreme pH, salt, and thiol molecules. Taking advantage of the optical property of AuNPs and extremely stability of DNA on PtNPs, Au@Pt NPs are prepared, allowing a cost-effective and more stable bioconjugation method. DNA-directed assembly of non-thiolated DNA conjugates is also demonstrated.
DNA-functionalized nanomaterials have tremendously fueled the growth of nanobiotechnology in the past two decades. 1 A key step is bioconjugation of DNA. DNA is attached either via physisorption or a covalent linkage. 2 While covalent attachment affords higher stability and better control over DNA orientation, adsorption of unmodified DNA is simpler and more cost-effective. Till date, however, there are no such examples testifying that an unmodified DNA can achieve sufficiently high adsorption stability comparable to those by DNA modified with a thiol or amino group.
Attaching DNA to gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) illustrates this point very well. 1h,2a,3 Spectroscopic studies indicated that unmodified DNA can be adsorbed by gold via base coordination. 4 The affinity is quite high for all the four bases (>100 kJ/mol in vacuum), especially with adenine. 5 Various methods have been developed to achieve selective attachment of unmodified DNA to AuNPs. 2b,c,6 The long-term stability, however, is still lower than that of thiolated DNA.
Adsorption stability depends on two parameters: adsorption energy and ligand exchange rate. So far, most studies are focused on the former. 7 We reason that new properties and insights might be achieved by taking advantage of the ligand exchange kinetics. Ligand exchange rate is related to desorption activation energy. If metals with slower ligand exchange rates are used, it might be possible to obtain stable attachment even with unmodified DNA.
Platinum is known to have very slow ligand exchange rates. For example, the aqua ligand exchange rates of Pt 2+ and Pt 4+ are 10 -3 and 10 -5 s -1 , respectively, while most of the first row transition metals are between 10 4 to 10 7 s -1 . 8 Therefore, the difference can reach 12 orders of magnitude. In addition, the action mechanism of cisplatin is believed to be related to the slow ligand exchange rate of Pt when coordinated with DNA (e.g. the time scale of ligand exchange is comparable with the cell cycle). 9 Given these facts, we hypothesize that ligand exchange on platinum nanoparticles (PtNPs) might also be very slow, allowing unmodified DNA to be stably attached.
A few studies involving DNA-functionalized PtNPs were reported for electrochemical signaling, 10 and directed assembly. 11 The adsorption of DNA bases by PtNPs is also known. 12 However, the majority of these works still followed the methods and logic used for adsorbing thiolated DNA on AuNPs, without considering the slow ligand exchange property of platinum. Herein, we communicate a quite striking finding that adsorption of even DNA thymine base (the weakest among the four bases) on PtNP is more stable than thiolated and dithiolated DNA adsorption on AuNPs. On PtNPs, kinetics dominate thermodynamic factors and this is very different from that of AuNPs. To still take advantage of the unique plasmonic property of AuNPs, we made a gold core and platinum shell nanoparticle (Au@Pt) for DNA-directed assembly using unmodified DNA.
Our PtNPs were prepared by reducing Na2PtCl6 in the presence of citrate following a literature reported method. 13 Citrate is a good ligand for Pt, 14 allowing charge stabilization. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) indicated an average hydrodynamic size of ~5 nm ( Figure 1A ) and this was confirmed by TEM (inset). Zeta-potential measurement shows a negatively charged surface (-20.6 mV), which is consistent with citrate capping. The concentration of our assynthesized PtNPs is ~60 nM.
To have a complete understanding, we first studied DNA adsorption as a function of salt concentration using a non-thiolated 12-mer DNA bearing a terminal Alexa Fluor 488 (AF) label. Similar to AuNPs, PtNPs are also strong fluorescence quenchers, allowing convenient monitoring of DNA adsorption ( Figure 1B) . Without additional salt, the fluorescence was stable ( Figure 1C ), indicating the lack of DNA adsorption. The adsorption rate gradually accelerated with increasing salt concentration because of charge screening. However, the rate of adsorption was still quite slow even with 300 mM NaCl. We previously reported that DNA adsorption by AuNPs is significantly enhanced at low pH, 15 and indeed this was Next the effect of DNA sequence was studied. To understand the effect of different bases, 5-mer FAM (carboxyfluorescein)-labeled DNA homopolymers were employed (DNA:PtNP = 5:1). Under this condition, all added DNA can be potentially adsorbed, making kinetic comparison more straightforward. Since FAM is a pH sensitive fluorophore, aliquots of the mixture were transferred at different time points into a pH 7.5 buffer for measurement ( Figure  1E ). The measured fluorescence intensity is thus proportional to the concentration of non-adsorbed DNA. C5 and A5 DNA adsorbed much faster than T5 and G5, which is attributed to the protonation of cytosine and adenine at pH 3, thus reducing the negative charge density on DNA. Thymine and guanine cannot be protonated at pH 3, and are less affected by the pH change. We further studied the effect of DNA length and found that poly-A DNA is adsorbed faster than poly-T at all tested lengths ( Figure S1 ).
The DNA loading capacity was next quantified at a higher ratio of 20 (DNA):1 (PtNP) so that the surface can be fully saturated. Since PtNPs cannot be dissolved by KCN, we used gel electrophoresis to quantify adsorbed DNA (inset of Figure 1F ). A5 was adsorbed with the highest density, yielding ~18 DNA per PtNP ( Figure 1F ). The capacities of the rest DNAs are quite similar and much lower (~5). G5 and T5 are adsorbed more slowly and thus each adsorbed molecule has more time to interact with PtNP surface, resulting in DNA wrapping around the PtNP surface and low capacity. Poly-C DNA tends to form the i-motif structure in acidic solutions, which may contribute to its lower capacity. 16 Poly-A DNA is adsorbed very quickly without forming rigid complex structures like in poly-C. Therefore, more A5 molecules were adsorbed. These experiments indicate that in terms of DNA adsorption kinetics and capacity, the surface properties of Pt and Au are quite similar. 2c,6b However, as described below, the adsorption stability is very different. Table S1 The main assumption of this work is that a Pt surface may offer higher DNA adsorption stability. To test this, a few DNA conjugates were challenged under harsh conditions. First, the four FAM-labeled non-thiolated DNAs were loaded on the PtNPs. After removing free DNA by centrifugation, the conjugates were exposed to 2 mM mercaptohexanol (MCH), which is much more concentrated compared to the DNA in the system (only ~0.3 µM). Out of the four DNAs, only FAM-T5 desorbed ~30% after 1 h (Figure 2A) , while the FAM-A5 desorbed only ~2% within the same time period. For comparison, when FAM-A5 was attached to AuNPs, 60% of the DNA were quickly desorbed with only 0.1 mM MCH ( Figure 2B , black curve). Even thiolated DNA desorbed ~10% from AuNPs with 0.1 mM MCH (green curve), while the FAM-T5 DNA remained stable on PtNPs under this condition (red curve). Therefore, even the weakest base thymine is more stably adsorbed on Pt than the adsorption of thiolated DNA on AuNPs. Similar observations were made with nucleoside displacement (Figure S2 ), where free nucleosides cannot displace adsorbed DNA. Next, we compared a non-thiolated DNA (DNA4, see Table S1 for sequence) on PtNPs with DNA of the same sequence containing a thiol (DNA2) and a dithiol (DNA3) on AuNPs under various conditions, including extreme pH, thiol, salt, strong ligands (I -, CN -), denaturing agents (urea), nucleosides and cell culture medium ( Figure 2C ). After 1 h incubation, less than 5% DNA Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins was desorbed from PtNPs under any tested condition, which further confirms the high stability of DNA adsorption on PtNPs. On the other hand, the thiolated and even dithiolated DNA 7a desorbed significantly more, especially in the presence of strong ligands.
These observations have non-trivial implications. First, attaching DNA to PtNPs is sufficient by just using DNA base adsorption and there is no need to add an additional thiol. This is different from gold, where thiol is required to withstand harsh conditions. The PtNP conjugate stability is so high that it outperforms dithiolated DNA on AuNP. Second, this high stability is not only associated with high adsorption energy, but more importantly, with slow ligand exchange rate. For example, if the surface of the PtNPs is capped by thiol first, DNA fails to adsorb ( Figure S3 ). Therefore, this system is under strong kinetic control. Ligands adsorbed first have the advantage. It needs to be noted that weak ligands such as citrate can still be displaced. Third, this conjugate chemistry might be applied to other materials by coating a Pt shell (vide infra). Figure 3A, red line) . We hypothesize that Au core Pt shell NPs (Au@Pt) might combine the optical property of Au and the adsorption stability of Pt. Using 13 nm AuNPs as seeds, we grew a thin layer of Pt on their surface. 17 The color of the resulting hybrid material turned to dark red and the 520 nm plasmon peak of gold was slightly broadened ( Figure 3A, black line) . DLS showed the shift of the AuNP peak from 13 nm to 16 nm ( Figure 3B ), suggesting that the Pt layer is ~1.5 nm thick. DLS also indicated that the particles were stable and did not aggregate during synthesis. High resolution TEM shows a uniform coating of crystalline Pt layer with a thickness of ~ 2 nm ( Figure 3C ). When KCN was added to dissolve the gold core, a Pt shell is produced (inset of Figure 3C ), confirming the core/shell structure.
To test whether this thin Pt shell is sufficient to maintain the adsorption stability, we then challenged its DNA conjugate with MCH ( Figure 3D ). The non-thiolated DNA did not release from the Au@Pt surface, while non-thiolated, thiolated and even dithiolated DNA were released from the AuNPs. Note that the MCH concentration for PtNP was 20 times higher than that of AuNP in this test. Therefore, a thin shell of Pt is sufficient to support stable DNA adsorption.
This high adsorption stability and slow ligand exchange rate may also cause problems for selective DNA attachment. The system is under strong kinetic control. If a DNA is attached with a certain conformation on PtNP, it is very difficult to correct it. This is different from AuNPs, where two-step attachment can take place using a thiolated DNA. First, both the thiol and base adsorption can take place at low DNA coverage. Then, thiol can displace DNA bases at high DNA coverage. 4a This process is called salt aging if the high DNA coverage is enabled by adding salt. 2d This is because thiol adsorption is thermodynamically more stable and the ligand exchange rate is relatively fast. In the case of PtNP, it is unclear whether thiol adsorbs more stably than DNA bases or not, 18 but both are sufficiently stable and it is very difficult to displace one with the other. Deng and co-workers used a phosphine ligand to cap PtNPs and then added a duplex thiolated DNA, which allowed attachment via the two thiol ends. 11 Our goal is to employ only non-thiolated DNA. After trying a few different conditions, we have developed a method to kinetically control DNA adsorption via co-adsorption of a small alkylthiol molecule ( Figure 4A ). Two different DNAs were used to respectively functionalize two batches of Au@Pt NPs. These DNAs contain a block of adenine intended for anchoring on the Au@Pt NP surface. DNA and MCH were simultaneously added at a ratio of 20:1. Since MCH diffuses faster and is likely to reach the particle surface first, it was only used at a trace amount. The adsorbed MCH serves as pillows on the surface to prevent the subsequently adsorbed DNA 4 | J. Name., 2012, 00, 1-3 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20xx
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Please do not adjust margins from lying flat on the Au@Pt NP surface. Then pH was then adjusted to 3 to allow DNA adsorption. Afterwards, the rest of the Au@Pt NP surface was fully capped with MCH by adding an excess amount of MCH. After removing the free DNA, the resulting conjugate maintained excellent colloidal stability. After mixing two types of particles and linker DNA as show in Figure 4A , the color of the system changed to purple, indicating plasmonic coupling and NP assembly ( Figure 4B ). When heated to 70 C, the color changed back to red, and when cooled down to room temperature the color is changed to purple again. This color change is also reflected from the UV-vis spectroscopy ( Figure 4C) . A control experiment was also performed using the same process but with a 24-mer noncomplementary control DNA. No obvious UV spectrum change was observed ( Figure 4C , green spectrum). The sharp melting curve also indicates a cooperative melting transition characteristic of DNAdirected assembly ( Figure 4D) . 19 In conclusion, we reported the ultrahigh stability of nonthiolated DNA adsorption by PtNPs. This stability is attributed to the extremely slow ligand exchange rate related to Pt, which is an intrinsic property of this metal. Adsorption of even the weakest thymine is much stronger than adsorption of thiolated and even dithiolated DNA on AuNPs. By coating AuNPs with a thin shell of Pt, we combined both the optical property of gold and the adsorption stability of Pt. The resulting conjugate is functional and undergoes reversible DNA-directed assembly. While most of the previous work was focused on adsorption energy or using covalent conjugation methods, this study has provided a deep understanding on ligand exchange on metallic nanoparticle surfaces. By using non-thiolated DNA, the cost of conjugate preparation can be reduced significantly and it will make the technology available for a broader research community. With this ultra-stable conjugate, new applications in challenging environment may also be enabled.
